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Beadalon tassel maker 999 CB8V

Beadalon memory wire shears 999 724

Multi sized looping pliers 999 CB12

Chain nose pliers 999 3701

Beadalon precision squeeze scissors 999 CB9G

G-s Hypo cement adhesive 998 339A

Beadalon memory wire bracelet
19 coils 998 293

6x silver plated jump rings round 7mm N2H 103S

2x silver plated
bead and loop
hook ear wires
N3K 102

10x silver plated plain round
spacer beads 4.0mm N2Q 103S

Preciosa 6mm
Czech Fire polished
glass beads
61GLF105

Blue and silver tassel cord 

Tools

Blue tassel 
earrings
by Sara Ellis

What you'll need:

Step 1 
Create the tassels

Following the instructions included with the tassel maker, create 
2 large tassels (approximately 40 wraps) with the blue and silver 
tassel cord. Do not cut the tassel cord into two tassels.

Use the tassel loop to make one large tassel with a 7mm jump 
ring. Set aside.

Step 2 
Cut the wire

Using the memory wire shears, cut a single loop of memory wire.

Tutorial
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Step 3 
Add a loop

Using the multi 
sized looping 
pliers, create a 
horizontal closed 
loop on one end
of the memory 
wire loop by 
grasping the 
end of the wire 
with the smallest 
mandrel on the 
pliers and rolling 
back towards the 
side of the wire.

Step 4 
Thread on the beads

Thread on 1 silver spacer bead, 1 Czech glass bead, 1 silver 
spacer bead, 1 Czech glass bead, 1 silver spacer bead, 1 Czech 
glass bead, 1 silver spacer bead, 1 Czech glass bead and 1 silver 
spacer bead.

Step 7 
...then add another jump ring

Before closing the jump ring, thread on another 7mm jump ring. 
Close the jump ring.

Step 8 
Connect the tassel

Using chain nose pliers, open the 7mm jump ring you just added 
and thread on the 7mm jump ring that is attached to one of the 
prepared tassels. Close the jump ring.

Step 9 
The fi nishing touches

Using chain nose pliers, open the loop on the bottom of one of 
the ear wires. Thread the loop through the top jump ring that 
connects the memory wire loops. Close the ear wire loop.

Repeat steps 2-9 to create a second earring.

There you have it! The fi nished earrings should look similar to the 
main image on page 1.

Step 5 
Add another loop

Using the multi sized looping pliers, repeat step 3 to create a 
closed loop on the other side of the wire.

Step 6 
Add a jump ring...

Using chain nose pliers, thread a 7mm jump ring through both of 
the closed loops on the memory wire.

Close the jump ring.

Step 9

With thanks to Beadalon


